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The conjugation of an uncharged polymer to DNA fragments makes it possible to separate DNA by
free-solution electrophoresis. This end-labeled free-solution electrophoresis method has been shown
to successfully separate ssDNA with single monomer resolution up to about 110 bases. It is the aim
of this paper to investigate in more detail the coupled hydrodynamic and electrophoretic
deformation of the ssDNA-label conjugate at fields below 400 V/cm. Our model is an extension of
the theoretical approach originally developed by Stigter and Bustamante �Biophys. J. 75, 1197
�1998�� to investigate the problems of a tethered chain stretching in a hydrodynamic flow and of the
electrophoretic stretch of a tethered polyelectrolyte. These two separate models are now used
together since the charged DNA is “tethered” to the uncharged polymer �and vice versa�, and the
resulting self-consistent model is used to predict the deformation and the electrophoretic velocity for
the hybrid molecule. Our theoretical and experimental results are in good qualitative agreement.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2730799�

I. INTRODUCTION

The first method aimed at improving classical electro-
phoretic ssDNA sequencing methods used field-inversion
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis1 and end-labeled ssDNA.
Unfortunately, this new concept for separating nucleic acids
by gel electrophoresis �which was called trapping electro-
phoresis� was eventually shown to be limited by catastrophic
band broadening.2 Similar end-labeled ssDNA molecules
were later separated in free-solution electrophoresis;3 this
method is called ELFSE �which stands for end-labeled free-
solution electrophoresis4�. The label destroys the free-
draining nature of DNA, a property that does not allow free-
solution electrophoretic separations to be achieved.5 The
charge density along the hybrid molecule being nonuniform,
it is possible to achieve separation without sieving by con-
trolling this charge asymmetry �the resulting electrophoretic
mobility becomes molecular size dependent�.6,7 The hydro-
dynamic interactions play a central role in our theory since
the uncharged label attached to the DNA provides the only
resistive frictional force that makes the free-solution separa-
tion possible. Recent advances in ELFSE label �or drag-tag�
design, which focus on the development of polymeric labels,
are slowly pushing the current maximum ssDNA sequencing
read length beyond the value of 110 bases reported in 1999.3

This paper has two aims. First, we present the theoretical
approach to study the complex electric and hydrodynamic
interactions involved in the electrophoretic migration of the
conjugate comprising the DNA and the neutral label. Then
we investigate the conjugate’s electrophoretic motion in the
low field regime, both theoretically and experimentally. The
theoretical approach we use is an extension of earlier work
by Stigter and Bustamante.8–11 The end-labeled ssDNA con-
jugate is seen as a continuous polymer chain made of a series
of segments �charged in the case of DNA but uncharged in
the case of the label� with different diameters and lengths
�corresponding to those of the DNA and the label�. A sche-
matic depiction of our physical model is shown in Fig. 1.
Each segment represents one Kuhn length each, while their
diameter is related to the chemical nature of the monomers.
In our model the charged ssDNA molecule is “tethered” to
the uncharged polymer label, and both share the same finite
velocity in the solvent.

Before we detail the plan of the article we mention here
briefly a few reports on the free-solution electrophoresis of
DNA, a problem which has been studied for several decades,
both experimentally and theoretically.12 Qualitatively, the re-
sult is only weakly dependent on the choice of the buffer for
a typical ionic strength. Above a certain molecular weight,
all DNA molecules then show the same mobility. The tradi-
tional reason given for this behavior involves the fact that
both the driving force and the friction coefficient scale lin-a�Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA.
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early with the molecular size in this limit.13 Because of the
linear increase of the electrophoretic friction coefficient with
the DNA size, it is common to refer to DNA as a free-
draining coil.

Long et al. studied the electrophoretic mobility of uni-
formly charged chains and periodically charged chains.14–17

They showed that for dilute solutions of polyelectrolytes
with no salt �an atypical experimental condition� the electric
and hydrodynamic forces do not balance locally, which re-
sults in a buildup of tension and deformation of the coils in
free-flow electrophoresis. At the opposite end, in a solution
of high salt concentration Long et al. showed that the electric
and hydrodynamic forces balance locally, which means that a
uniformly charged chain moves without deformation and the
mobility is size independent:16 the coil is essentially in free
fall under the action of the external electric field.

Volkel and Noolandi13,18 used a Rotne-Prager tensor19 to
approximate the hydrodynamic interactions between mono-
mers. Their analytic calculations of the free-solution electro-
phoretic mobility �0 of polyelectrolytes �in particular, ss-
DNA� predicted that �0 should increase with molecular size
for short molecules �less than 20 bases for ssDNA� before
saturation sets in.

An analytical expression for the free-solution electro-
phoretic mobility of a rodlike charged polyion has been ob-
tained by Mohanty and Stellwagen.20 Their approach took
into account relaxation field effects, the screening of the ve-
locity field, and the Oseen tensor for the hydrodynamic in-
teractions. For oligomeric dsDNA they showed that the free-
solution electrophoretic mobility increases with molecular
weight up to a few hundred base pairs and noted that the
free-solution mobility of ssDNA is smaller than that of ds-
DNA fragments of the same length at any given ionic
strength.

Hoagland et al. determined experimentally the free-
solution mobility of ssDNA for a wide range of ionic
strengths.21 They showed that �0 reaches a maximum value
between 5 and 25 bases, then decreases slightly to a satura-
tion value for longer chains. The same trend in the mobilities
of ssDNA fragments has been observed by Stellwagen et al.;
the reported value of the plateau mobility was 2.84
�10−4 cm2/V s in a 40 mM trisacetate buffer at 20 °C.22 A
gradual onset of coiling with an increase in molecular weight
had been assumed to be responsible for the observed de-

crease in the mobility. It was argued that the interior of a coil
is permeable to the solvent and therefore the counterions in
the interior of the coil would migrate in the opposite direc-
tion to the negatively charged DNA molecules. This gradual
increase in the drag force and/or the deformation of the poly-
ion could be responsible for the variation of the mobility
with molecular weight for short chains. The variation is,
however, too small to be useful for separation purposes. We
note that for the particular case of “no salt,” Muthukumar
predicted a weak dependence �proportional to �log�M�−1��
for the free-solution mobility of a polyelectrolyte with M
monomers.23 The fractal dimension of the chain has been
assumed to be unity and the polymer’s shape to be rodlike
because of the absence of salt.

In general, the exact solution to the electrophoretic mi-
gration of polymers requires that the Navier-Stokes, the Pois-
son, and the ion-transport equations are solved
simultaneously.24 This makes the problem very difficult and,
if the perturbing fields are weak, the equations are usually
linearized to simplify the problem. Allison and Stigter
pointed out that for polyions which are not weakly charged
�like dsDNA or ssDNA where �e� /kBT��3, with � the sur-
face potential� a linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation may not
provide valid transport properties.25

The plan of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we give a
brief description of the polymer model of the ssDNA-label
conjugate. We then examine the current ELFSE theories in
Sec. III. The new experimental data on which we base our
modeling are sequencing experiments employing a linear
protein polymer drag tag26 attached to ssDNA. The experi-
mental method we use to analyze the data is not new and has
been described in our earlier papers on ELFSE.6 Note that a
detailed description of the genetically engineered polymer
label is going to be provided in an upcoming publication.
The experimental part of the current paper thus focuses on
explaining how we can determine the value of the parameters
of our model from a fit of these new experimental data
�Sec. IV�. In Sec. V we discuss the overall chain extension
along the field direction while the physical segregation be-
tween the ssDNA and the label is discussed in Sec. VI. We
present our conclusions in Sec. VII and emphasize those as-
pects of our results which are in line with previous results
based on scaling models or more explicit models, and what
new insights into the electrophoretic motion of the end-
labeled ssDNA are revealed by the present investigation.
Also we comment briefly on aspects related to the range of
use of scaling theories.

II. THE POLYMER MODEL FOR THE DNA-LABEL
CONJUGATE

In this problem �see Fig. 1�, we have two polymers
linked together, one charged �the DNA� and one uncharged
�the label�. We consider worm-like chain semiflexible poly-
mers, and we take into account the excluded volume interac-
tions.

To find the electrophoretic mobility of the conjugate we
start from earlier solutions by Stigter and Bustamante8 to two
separate problems: �1� a tethered uncharged polymer

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the polymer model, with Nu uncharged and
Nc=N−Nu charged segments. The charged and uncharged segments may not
be of equal lengths. The Ti is the tension on the ith segment. The attachment
of the neutral polymer to the otherwise free-draining charged polymer is key
to electrophoretic separation.
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stretched in a fluid flow and �2� a tethered polyelectrolyte
stretched in an applied electric field. The original models are
relatively simple: the DNA chain is modeled as a sequence
of Kuhn segments joined together and subject to electric and
hydrodynamic forces. For the electrical part of the total force
acting on each Kuhn segment previous results on the elec-
trophoretic velocity of an isolated cylindrical chain segment
are used. The orientation of the segment relative to the ap-
plied field direction is explicitly taken into account, as well
as the fact that the relaxation of the ionic atmosphere around
the segment is zero if the segment is orientated parallel with
the field and nonzero for perpendicular orientation. This is
due to the asymmetry of the ionic atmosphere. The backflow
of the ionic atmosphere is accounted for in both parallel and
perpendicular orientations. The electric force depends also
on the effective electrical charge of the segment, which is to
say it depends on the electric surface potential. On the other
hand, the hydrodynamic force acting on the segment is sim-
ply obtained by a superposition of hydrodynamic forces due
to the neighboring segments. These segments were consid-
ered to be cylindrical in shape for the purpose of electrical
solution of the problem; however, the analytical expressions
for the hydrodynamics of short cylinders are not available;
hence these cylindrical segments are converted into equiva-
lent spheres of the same friction coefficient. Closed forms of
the liquid velocity around ellipsoidal segments are then used.

In our present approach we use the same assumptions as
in the original formulation: �1� the length of each polymer
segment is the relevant Kuhn length �for either the DNA or
the polymeric label�; �2� the chain extension of each segment
is given by the inverse Marko-Siggia27 force-extension rela-
tion; �3� as far as hydrodynamic friction is concerned, each
segment is thought of as a sphere with the proper Stokes
friction �which is a long-range approximation of the flow
pattern around the segment�; �4� the relaxation of the ionic
atmosphere and the perturbation of the local electric field are
accounted for by a constant factor in the electrophoretic
force on each segment; and �5� we neglect the effect of the
electric forces on the friction coefficient of DNA segments
and assume that Einstein’s relation f =kBT /D between the
friction coefficient f and the diffusion coefficient D remains
locally valid �i.e., we neglect the fact that the relaxation of
the ionic atmosphere may increase f slightly�.

Let ui be the velocity of the ith segment. As explained
above the electric force acting on a segment is proportional
to its surface potential �through the Smoluchowski equation
for the electrophoretic effect� and additionally depends on its
relative orientation to the applied field direction. It is the sum
of the parallel ���0��E /��f �

�c� cos2 �i� and perpendicular
components ��0��E /���2/3�g��f

�

�c� sin2 �i�, where the factor
�2/3�g� accounts for the relaxation effect in the perpendicu-
lar orientation. In fact, as has been noted by Stigter this fac-
tor means that the local field on a segment orientated perpen-
dicular to the field is smaller than the local field on the same
segment if it were oriented parallel to the applied field. We
can therefore write the final expression of the electrical force
�which does not yet include the hydrodynamic interactions�
acting on a single segment as follows:

Fi =
�0��E

�
� f �

�c� cos2 �i +
2

3
g�f�

�c� sin2 �i	 , �1�

where �0 is the permittivity of free space, � is the buffer’s
dielectric constant, � is the surface potential of the DNA, � is
the viscosity of the liquid, E is the applied electric field, and
g� is a numerical factor.8 The constant parameters f �

�c� and
f

�

�c� are friction coefficients known in closed form for flow
parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of a charged chain
segment of ellipsoidal shape �note that the �c� in the super-
script index indicates charged section and �u� will be used
for the uncharged section�. As defined in Eqs. �6� and �7� of
Ref. 8, the latter are functions of the aspect ratio ��c�

=2p�c� /c�c� of the charged segment, where p�c� and c�c� are the
persistence length �half of the long axis� and the length of the
short axis of the Kuhn segment, respectively.

Similar to the problem of the hydrodynamic stretch
solved earlier,8 we consider the velocity of the uncharged
segments as the sum of the electrophoretic velocity V0 of the
segment connecting the charged and uncharged sections of
the hybrid molecule, plus the perturbation due to all the other
segments �charged and uncharged�:

ui
�u� = V0 + 


j=1

Nu

	uij
�u� + 


j=Nu+1

N

	uij
�c�, i � j , �2�

where N=Nu+Nc is the total number of segments, and the
perturbation term is given by Eq. �10� in Ref. 8:

	uij
�u,c� =

uj

4
�−

3aj
�u,c�

rij
−

�aj
�u,c��3

rij
3 �

+
uj

4
cos2 �ij�−

3aj
�u,c�

rij
+

3�aj
�u,c��3

rij
3 �

 uj
i,j
�u,c�, �3�

where 
i,j
�u� or 
i,j

�c� are terms that depend on the orientation of
the jth segment and the distance rij to the ith segment, and aj

is the radius of the equivalent sphere �Eq. �9� in Ref. 8�:

6��aj
�u,c� = f �

�u,c� cos2 � j + g�f�
�u,c� sin2 � j . �4�

Using the notations in Eq. �3�, the total electric �see Eq. �1��
and hydrodynamic forces that act on a single charged seg-
ment can now be written as

Fi
�c� =

��0�E

�
�f �

�c� cos2 �i + 2/3g�f�
�c� sin2 �i�

+ 6��ai
�c�


j=1

N

�uj
ij , �5a�

where the index i takes values from Nu+1 to N, and the
prime sign in the sum means we neglect the term with j= i.
Equation �5a� above is the same as Eq. �29� in Ref. 8. It can
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be translated into segments’ velocities according to the fol-
lowing expression:

ui =
��0�E

�
� f �

�c� cos2 �i + 2/3g�f�
�c� sin2 �i

f �
�c� cos2 �i + g�f�

�c� sin2 �i
� + 


j=1

N

�uj
ij , �5b�

where the first term is the contribution from the electric field
and the sum represents the hydrodynamic interaction with
the other segments. A convenient representation of Eqs. �2�
and �5b�, which combines both the velocities of the un-
charged and charged segments, is obtained using the follow-
ing matrix representation:

�
1 − 
1,2 . . . − 
1,Nu

− 
1,Nu+1 . . . − 
1,N−1 − 
1,N

− 
2,1 1 . . . − 
2,Nu
− 
2,Nu+1 . . . − 
2,N−1 − 
2,N

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

− 
Nu,1 − 
Nu,2 . . . 1 − 
Nu,Nu+1 . . . − 
Nu,N−1 − 
Nu,N

− 
Nu+1,1 − 
Nu+1,2 . . . − 
Nu+1,Nu
1 . . . − 
Nu+1,N−1 − 
Nu+1,N

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

− 
N−1,1 − 
N−1,2 . . . − 
N−1,Nu
− 
N−1,Nu+1 . . . 1 − 
N−1,N

− 
N,1 − 
N,2 . . . − 
N,Nu
− 
N,Nu+1 . . . − 
N,N−1 1

��
u1

u2

. . .

uNu

uNu+1

. . .

uN−1

uN

� =�
V0

V0

. . .

V0

eNu+1�

. . .

eN−1�

eN�

� �6a�

where

ei� =
�0��E

�
� f �

�c� cos2 �� + �2/3�g�f�
�c� sin2 �i

f �
�c� cos2 �i + g�f�

�c� sin2 �i
� . �6b�

The matrix formulation is very convenient to use in both
cases, whether the label is attached to the DNA or not. The
flowchart describing the different steps involved in the cal-
culations is shown in Fig. 2. The averages �cos �i� or
�cos2 �i� are calculated using Eqs. �20, 21� in Ref. 8. Starting
from a random conformation of the chain �as described by
the random angles between the segments� and the chosen
parameters �polymer lengths, electric field intensity, viscos-
ity, etc.�, the electric forces and the local tensions are calcu-
lated first for the charged segments and then the calculation
proceeds by calculating the “flow velocity” V0 in Eq. �2�, or
the link velocity �the link is the point where the two poly-
mers are connected�, which is the local velocity of the last
charged segment. The link velocity is required in order to
calculate the velocities of the uncharged segments, which are
assumed to move with an overall velocity equal to the link
velocity plus a perturbation velocity. Next the velocities,
forces, and tensions for the remaining uncharged segments
are calculated. We note that this recursive calculation is such
that the tension on the first segment �which is a free end� of
the charged section and the tension on the last segment of the
uncharged section �also a free end� are both zero. We also
note that the total effective electrophoretic force on the
DNA-label conjugate, which includes both the electric and
the hydrodynamic contributions, must be equal to the differ-
ence in tensions between the last charged segment and the
first uncharged segment. In the classical situation of a teth-
ered polymer, only the tension on the free end is zero while
the tension on the tethered end gives the total tethering force
�the “link” then has zero velocity�.

Generally, the numerical convergence of the electro-
phoretic force is achieved quite rapidly for short chains but
requires more iterations for longer chains. The iterations are
stopped when the relative change in the total electrophoretic
force is less than 10−5. We note that while the angles �i

between the segments and the direction of the applied field
are adjusted after each iteration, so as to achieve the conver-
gence of the electrophoretic force, the initial azimuthal
angles ��� remain unchanged. Therefore, in order to reduce
the influence of a particular initial � configuration, we repeat
the procedure several times so we can obtain statistical val-
ues independent of the sequence of random numbers �ran-
dom angles �� used. On average we use a set of 5000 dif-
ferent initial configurations. For each set of random
coordinates and bond angles we calculate two electrophoretic
velocities: first for a fully charged polymer chain, which
means a DNA molecule without any attached label, and sec-
ond for a partially charged polymer that corresponds to the
same DNA but with a polymeric label attached. We shall see
in the next section that we need this ratio of electrophoretic
velocities to compare the predictions of our model to the
experimental data. As expected, the electrophoretic mobility
of DNA molecules is molecular size independent �results
will be shown in Fig. 6; note that this is the reason why we
need the drag tag to achieve free-solution separation�. The
input parameters of our numerical model are the total num-
ber of segments N, the number of uncharged segments Nu,
the persistence lengths of the charged p�c� and uncharged p�u�

segments �one-half the Kuhn length�, the surface potential �
of the ssDNA, the two chain diameters �charged d�c� and
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uncharged d�u��, the dielectric constant or relative permittiv-
ity � �=80� of the solution, the viscosity � �=1 cP� of the
buffer, and the applied electric field E. We relate the short
axis c of the ellipsoidal segment to the diameter d of a cy-
lindrical chain segment via the relation c�c,u�=d�c,u��1.5.22

Except for the molecular weights of the two connected poly-
mers, the dielectric constant, the viscosity of the solution,
and the applied electric field, the fundamental molecular pa-
rameters of the model are unknown and must be found by
fitting experimental data. In the following section, we review
the fundamental ELFSE theory and explain how we obtain
our model parameters, which are then used for the rest of the
paper.

III. THE STANDARD ELFSE MOBILITY EQUATION

In order to explain the experimental ELFSE data, make
predictions, and quantify the amount of hydrodynamic fric-
tion provided by the drag-tag label �which is a function of
the monomer size, the polymer stiffness, the applied field,
the buffer ionic strength, and possibly other parameters�, an
effective friction coefficient  has been defined by Mayer et
al.4 via the relation

� = �0
Mc

Mc + 
, �7�

where � and �0 are the electrophoretic mobilities of the
DNA-label conjugate and of the free DNA, respectively, and
Mc is the number of charged monomers �bases of ssDNA in
the case of sequencing�. Since this relation can be rewritten

as �0 /�=1+ /Mc, the experimental values of  have since
been estimated using the slope of the linear fit that can be
produced by plotting �0 /� vs 1/Mc. In what was the first
theoretical paper on ELFSE, Mayer et al. assumed that DNA
remains free draining during ELFSE, and derive this relation
in order to estimate the performance of this separation
method. Although their predictions on the maximum read
length of ELFSE were overestimated because of their use of
the Nernst-Einstein relation �which is not always valid in
electrophoresis�,28 we do note that their basic relation �7� has
become the standard formula for analyzing all experimental
work published to date. Three such notable examples are the
papers of Heller et al.29 on the separation of dsDNA by
ELFSE, Ren et al.3 on the sequencing of ssDNA, and the
work of Sudor and Novotny30 on the end-labeled, free-
solution capillary electrophoresis �CE� of highly charged oli-
gosaccharides; in all cases, the linear relation �0 /�=1
+ /Mc was found to be in good agreement with the experi-
mental data.

The physical interpretation of the linear relation between
�0 /� and 1/Mc varied, however, from the very first theoret-
ical work in 1994 to the latest experimental investigation of
ELFSE data.26 Mayer et al. assumed in their calculations that
the electrostatic and hydrodynamic interactions between the
DNA and the friction generating label can be neglected, thus
preserving the free-draining behavior of native DNA. On the
other hand, Heller et al. suggested that the DNA fragments
were almost entirely stretched during electrophoresis. After
analyzing their experimental ELFSE data, Ren et al. con-
cluded that the DNA-streptavidin complex does not deform
during migration. The theoretical investigation of McCor-
mick et al.31 suggested that Eq. �7� remains valid as long as
the charged and uncharged sections of the conjugate retain
their Gaussian conformational statistics, i.e., as long as the
two chains form a single random coil. In other words, Eq. �7�
can only be valid in the low field intensity limit.

To account for the large difference in the persistence
lengths of the DNA and of its polymeric label, a blob theory
of ELFSE has been derived.2 In essence, the blob theory
regroups the charged and uncharged monomers into blobs of
identical hydrodynamic properties. This construction then
predicts that =1Mu is the number of DNA monomers re-
quired to form a molecule with a hydrodynamic radius equal
to the hydrodynamic radius of the coil formed by the Mu

label monomers �the subscripts u and c refer to the un-
charged �label� and charged �DNA� parts of the hybrid mol-
ecule, respectively�. The model also predicts that the new
microscopic parameter 1 can be written in terms of DNA
and label properties as follows:

l =
bubKu

bcbKc
, �8�

where bx and bKx=2p�x� are the monomer size and Kuhn
length of the polymer of type x. This relation agrees with the
experimental data and provides evidence that the blob theory
and Eq. �7� represent a good semimicroscopic theory of
ELFSE.

The main quantities derived from our theory are the seg-

FIG. 2. Flowchart of the numerical calculations. Note the iterative nature of
the calculation and the blending of the electric and the hydrodynamic ve-
locity components, of either the charged or uncharged section of the chain,
in a grand unifying matrix.
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ments’ velocities. Accordingly, we rewrite Eq. �7� in terms of
the electrophoretic velocities V=�E and V0=�0E:

V0

V
= 1 +

1Mu

Mc
 1 +



Mc
 1 +

�

Nc
. �9�

Since Eq. �7� appears to provide excellent fits for available
experimental ELFSE data �note that all published data corre-
spond to fields below 350 V/cm�, the present theory must
recover this fundamental empirical result. In Eq. �7� the 
values calculated from the experiment are the slopes of the
linear dependency of V0 /V to the reciprocal number of
charged monomers 1/Mc, and not to the reciprocal number
of charged �Kuhn� segments 1 /Nc. The relation between 
and � simply follows from a definition of the total contour
length of the charged polymer written as function of the
number Mc of monomers or the corresponding number of
Kuhn segments Mcb

�c�=2Ncp
�c�; therefore, �=b�c� /2p�c�,

where b�c�=0.43 nm is the monomer size of ssDNA. A simi-
lar relation allows us to make the connection between Nu and
the actual size of the drag tag: Mub�u�=2Nup�u�. For simplic-
ity we chose b�u�=b�c�.

Remarkably, the linear dependency between V0 /V and
1/Mc in Eq. �9� is also predicted by our numerical calcula-
tions �results are shown in Fig. 3 for two particular values of
the applied field E� when the field is in the experimentally
relevant range �the high field regime will be treated in a
future article�. The microscopic parameters used for this ex-
ample correspond to the conditions used in our experimental
study, as will be explained in the next section. This linearity
is a central result of our theoretical calculation since no a
priori assumption was made about the conformation of the
DNA-label complex. Although the linear relation between
V0 /V and 1/Mc may not be perfect for very small or very
large DNA sizes,32 we restrict ourselves to the linear regime
since it is relevant for our experimental data. It is clear from

the theoretical data in Fig. 4 that the effective friction coef-
ficient  is predicted to be slightly field dependent;  first
increases and then decreases slowly as the field increases
further.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

Data for the electric field dependence of  were col-
lected from a series of ELFSE sequencing experiments em-
ploying a linear protein polymer drag tag,26 which will be
described in detail in an upcoming publication. Briefly, a
single-base “ladder” of drag-tag-modified ssDNA products
was created by performing a dye terminator sequencing re-
action using a primer that was covalently modified at the 5�
end with a protein polymer drag-tag molecule. The drag tag,
which was described previously for ELFSE separation of
dsDNA,32 had a total length of 127 amino acids, with the
highly repetitive sequence �GAGTGSA�4-GAGTGRA-
�GAGTGSA�7-GAGTGRA-�GAGTGSA�5-G. The protein
polymer was produced by genetic engineering of E. Coli
using the controlled cloning method described
previously.33–35 Following isolation and purification, the pro-
tein polymer was activated at the N terminus with Sulfo-
SMCC, yielding a maleimide-activated 127mer drag tag with
a net charge of +1. The activated drag tag was then conju-
gated to a reduced, 5�-thiolated, 17-base M13 sequencing
primer �5�-HS-GTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC�, which was
used to generate a short M13mp18 sequencing ladder using
dichlororhodamine dye terminator chemistry.

Electrophoretic separations of the drag-tag-modified
ssDNa sequencing ladder were performed in free solution
using an Applied Biosystems Prism 3100 genetic analyzer.
Separations were performed at 55 °C in fused-silica capillar-
ies with an inner diameter of 50 �m and an effective length
of 36 cm �total length of 47 cm�. Separations were per-
formed in a denaturing buffer consisting of 1X TTE �89 mM
tris, 89 mM TAPS, and 2 mM EDTA� with 7M urea, with

FIG. 3. Velocity ratio V0 /V vs the reciprocal number of charged monomers
1/Mc for two different values of the applied field E. The slope of the linear
fit, which quantifies the friction provided by the neutral label, is =1Mu

�see Eq. �9��, where Mu127. The model parameters are derived as ex-
plained in Sec. IV.

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical �E� vs E curves. The theoretical
fitting parameters are p�c�=3.0 nm, p�u�=0.6 nm, d�u�=0.9 nm, d�c�=1.0 nm,
and �=0.0892 V. The apparent decrease of �E� at higher fields signals a
lesser impact of the neutral label on the overall velocity of the conjugate.
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1% �v/v� of POP-6 solution added to the running buffer to
suppress electro-osmotic flow �see, for example, the discus-
sion in Ref. 3 on the dynamic wall coating agent�. Samples
were injected electrokinetically at approximately 22 V/cm
for 20 s. The electric field used for separation varied from
60 to 310 V/cm.

The  value at each field strength was determined from
the observed migration times of each size of ssDNA in the
range 18�Mc�120 bases, relative to the migration time of
ssDNA with no drag tag. Since the linear fit of the data is
almost perfect,26 we used Eq. �7� for the fits and we neglect
the effect of the small positive charge present on the drag
tag.

The elution order of the fragments is from the shortest to
the longest fragment, which is the opposite in classical CE
experiments. Each fragment of a set size �G, C, T, or A
terminated� corresponds to a peak on the electrophoreogram
and thus the elution time is known. In order to calculate  we
also need to know the size of these fragments. In ideal con-
ditions and for a perfectly monodisperse label, and clearly
defined, not overlapping, sharp peaks the size of the eluted
fragments simply increases by 1 up from the size of the
primer �17 ssDNA bases�. In our experiments we also know
beforehand the size of each fragment since we know the
control DNA template and thus we can make corrections for
the mobility shift due to the four different dyes. We obtain an
almost perfect linear dependency between the inverse mobil-
ity ratio �0 /� and the inverse molecular size 1/Nc, as pre-
dicted by Eq. �7�. Table I gives the experimental  values for
each G, C, T, and A-terminated fragments together with the
mean values. We notice that variance in  is not insignifi-
cant, with a difference of about 0.45 between the G- and
A-terminated fragments.

Finding the parameters �, p�c�, p�u�, d�c�, and d�u� that are
needed for our calculation to reproduce the experimental 
values given in Table I requires in essence the minimization
of a function of five variables. We fit the experimental 
=�E� curves using the least squares method. The fitting
procedure is as follows. First we choose the field intensity E
and starting values for �, p�c�, p�u�, d�c� and d�u�. Note that
since we know Mu �the true molecular size of the drag tag,
which does not change� and the current value of p�u�, we can
estimate Nu for the given iteration. We then vary the number
of charged segments Nc such that we can calculate the �
value from the slope of the linear dependency at this particu-

lar field E �see Eq. �9��. We repeat this procedure for other
field intensities and we finally obtain one theoretical 
=�E� curve. The next step is to calculate the deviation of
the theoretical curve from the experimental data. Depending
on the magnitude of the errors more iterations may be re-
quired until the errors are minimal. We restricted the range of
values explored for the five parameters in order to only ex-
plore those parts of the parameter space that make sense
experimentally. The agreement with the experimental data is
fair �Fig. 4�. The best fitting parameters were found to be
p�c�=3.0 nm, p�u�=0.6 nm, d�u�=0.9 nm, d�c�=1.0 nm, and
�=0.0892 V. We note that our experimental data give
1 /Mu�26/127�0.205, while the blob theory gives
1=0.6/3.0=0.2 if we use Eq. �8� and the fitting parameters
above.

V. CHAIN EXTENSION ALONG THE FIELD DIRECTION

The extension �or deformation� of the charged and un-
charged sections of the DNA-label complex along the direc-
tion of the field provides an excellent way to understand the
response of the hybrid molecule to the applied field �Fig. 5�.
At the beginning of each calculation the chain is created in a
state of random coil, with random positions and orientations
for each segment. Depending on the value of the applied
field, the chain can remain in this state or, if the applied field
is high, the chain can stretch and eventually reach complete
stretching. In the latter case the sum of segment projections
Zi �Fig. 5� must be equal to the contour length Mcb

�c�

+Mub�u�=2Ncp
�c�+2Nup�u� of the polymer.

TABLE I. Experimental  values for the G-, C-, T- and A-terminated ssDNA fragments. The last two columns
give the mean values and the corresponding standard deviations.

E �V/cm� G C T A  �

60 24.92 24.54 ¯ 24.55 24.67 0.18
102 26.21 25.84 26.11 25.96 26.03 0.14
128 28.35 27.72 27.86 27.73 27.91 0.26
160 27.05 26.4 27.22 27.17 26.96 0.33
181 26.15 26.4 26.05 26.84 26.49 0.26
209 26.00 26.32 26.10 26.32 26.18 0.14
240 25.43 25.86 25.53 25.82 25.66 0.18
270 24.98 25.34 25.04 25.30 25.16 0.16
313 24.76 24.11 24.83 25.07 24.94 0.15

FIG. 5. Schematic of the projection of the polymer segments on the applied
field direction that quantifies the chain extension.
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We will quantify the response of the DNA-label conju-
gate to the electric field by calculating the mean extensions
e�c,u� of the charged and uncharged segments:

e�c� =
1

2p�c�Nc
� 


i=Nu+1

N

Zi� , �10�

e�u� =
1

2p�u�Nu
�


i=1

Nu

Zi� , �11�

where the values of the fitting parameters are those given in
Sec. IV. Two important limits need to be mentioned about
Eqs. �10� and �11�. If the DNA and the label are in a state of
random coil, the sums over segment projections must be
zero. When the field is increased, the segments may align
preferentially along the direction of the applied field, which
would make the normalized extensions increase towards
unity, the maximum normalized value of these projections.

In Fig. 6�a� we show these segmental orientations as a
function of the applied field E for one particular label size
�Mu=127 monomers, which corresponds to �45 Kuhn un-
charged segments given the fitting parameters obtained pre-
viously�. The total length N of the polymer model is varied,
as would be the case for ssDNA sequencing by ELFSE. We
chose Nc=18, Nc=26, and Nc=34. The persistence lengths of
the uncharged and charged segments are p�u�=0.6 nm and
p�c�=3.0 nm, respectively, and these values can be used to
link the number of monomers to the number of Kuhn seg-
ments, as described in Sec. III. For instance, the �Nc=18;
Nu�45� case corresponds to having 127 uncharged label
monomers attached to a 251 base long ssDNA molecule.

As Fig. 6�a� demonstrates, labeled DNA orients more
than free DNA. In both cases, however, the degree of orien-
tation is rather small. One can measure the importance of this
orientation by comparing the scaled random-walk end-to-end
distance hRW��Nc with the component coming from orien-
tation, hE�Nc�e�c��. Using the midvalues Nc=26 and �e�c��
=0.1, we obtain hRW�5 and hE�2.6, showing that the DNA
chains are only weakly deformed. Figure 6�b� also shows
that the label itself stretches only moderately and that the
amount of stretching is a rather weak function of the size of
the DNA. Here, a simple calculation gives the rough values
hRW��Nu�7 and hE�Nu�e�u���1. The small degree of ori-
entation we see in Fig. 6�a� for free, short ssDNA has not
been reported before, but it would be quite hard to observe in
practice. �For double-stranded DNA we mention here the
work of Jonsson et al.36 that measured for T2 DNA an ex-
tension of the coil by roughly a factor of 3 during free-
solution electrophoresis.� We note that DNA orients substan-
tially more than the label: this is a direct consequence of the
fact that it is more difficult to stretch more flexible polymers
before they have more conformational entropy �the label is
about five times more flexible than the DNA here�.

Figure 6�c� clearly shows that the mobility of free DNA
is predicted to be field independent, which agrees with ex-
perimental results. For a quantitative comparison, the free-
solution mobilities of short ssDNA fragments, measured at
low fields �E�350 V/cm�, are shown in Fig. 6�d�. The sizes

FIG. 6. A quantitative estimation of the conjugate extension in response to
the applied field. �a� Total normalized extension per segment e�c� for free and
labeled DNA and �b� extension e�u� for the label and the additional extension
	e�c�=elabeled DNA

�c� −efree DNA
�c� of the DNA due to the label vs the applied elec-

tric field intensity E for three different DNA sizes Nc=18, Nc=26, and Nc

=34 and a label of size Mu=127 �or Nu=45�. �c� The predicted free-solution
mobility of DNA and the mobility of the DNA-label conjugate as function
of applied field. �d� Experimental values of the average free-solution mobil-
ity of ssDNA with sizes between 18 and 160 bases at fields below
350 V/cm. The error bars correspond to the width of the Gaussian peaks at
half height and are representative only of a single run experiment.
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of the ssDNA fragments are between 18 and 160 bases and
they appear on the electrophoreogram as a single wide
Gaussian peak, which presumably come from the overlap-
ping of indistinguishable separate sharp peaks corresponding
to each fragment. The width of the Gaussian distributions is
indicative that the free-solution mobility of ssDNA is so
slightly dependent on the ssDNA size. The plotted experi-
mental free mobilities in Fig. 6�d� are, in fact, the maxima of
these Gaussian peaks for each experiment. Our numerical
values agree with the experimental data.

VI. SEGREGATION AT LOW FIELDS

In previous ELFSE theories6 it has been assumed that
during electrophoresis the DNA-label conjugate can adopt
different conformations �see Fig. 2 in Ref. 5�: random coil �a
logical assumption in the low field limit�, “dumbbell” con-
formations where there is physical and hydrodynamic sepa-

ration between the undisturbed label and the undisturbed
DNA molecule, or conformations where either or both com-
ponents are stretched by the drag forces. It was predicted that
this latter case would be met at very high fields �several
kV/cm�, much higher than the values usually reached in stan-
dard capillary electrophoresis experiments �about
300 V/cm�.

One way to characterize the chain degree of segregation
and deformation is to calculate the mean scalar distance
dc.m.=��RDNA−Rlabel�2 between the mass centers of the
charged and uncharged sections as function of the applied
field E, where RDNA and Rlabel are the positions of the centers
of mass for the DNA and label, respectively. This distance is
a function of the contour lengths of the two sections. In the
case where both polymers are relatively short, it is reason-
able to assume that the DNA and the label might actually
segregate for purely steric reasons �i.e., even at zero field�,

FIG. 7. Quantifying the ssDNA-label segregation and size effects for a fixed-length label. �a� The dimensionless ratio of the distance dc.m. between the center
of mass of the DNA and the label over the total contour length L=Nc2p�c�+Nu2p�u� of the conjugate, �b� the gyration RG and �c� total hydrodynamic RH radius
of the conjugate for three different lengths N of the complex and a fixed length Mu=127 of the label, and �d� individual hydrodynamic radii of the DNA RH

�DNA�

and �e� the label RH
�label�. Because of entropic effects, not surprisingly, larger ssDNA chains appear to be more easily deformed.
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while for longer chain lengths it might be assumed that the
complex is in a global state of random coil at low fields and
completely segregated at higher fields. Figure 7�a� shows the
ratio of dc.m. to the total contour length of the conjugate, Lc

=Nc2p�c�+Nu2p�u�, for the three DNA sizes �Nc=18, Nc=26,
and Nc=34� studied in the previous section. The maximum
value is a ratio of 1

2 . We note from Fig. 7�a� that dc.m. is not
zero at low field; this is expected since the two centers of
mass cannot be superimposed. As the field is increased, the
segregation distance dc.m. increases gradually, and this sepa-
ration is larger for the larger DNA molecule.

The radius of gyration and the hydrodynamic radius of
the hybrid polymers are shown in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c�, respec-
tively. In both cases the net geometric size of the molecule
increases gradually. However, if we look at the hydrody-
namic radii of the two components separately �Figs. 7�d� and
7�e��, we observe a very weak deformation of the label
which is almost independent of the DNA size; this is due to
the fact that the deformation of the label is entirely due to the
velocity of the molecule, which is a rather weak function of
Nc here.

The zero-field data in Fig. 7�d� give Rh,0
DNA�Nc

1/2, show-
ing that the excluded volume interactions are not important
for these molecular sizes. Since the hydrodynamic radius of
the label is much smaller than that of the DNA, we can write
that Rh,0�Rh,0

DNA �compare Figs. 7�c� and 7�d�� and similarly
for the equilibrium radii of gyration. Polymer deformation
should occur when the applied forces exceed the entropic
forces that are trying to restore the random coil conforma-
tion. Therefore, the critical electric field for segregation
should satisfy the approximate relation

v�E�6��Rh,0 �
kBT

RG,0
. �12�

The left-hand side of this relation is a measure of the fric-
tional forces on the undeformed molecule while the right-
hand side is the entropic force. Using v�E���0E, this rela-
tion becomes

E* �
84

RG,0�nm� � Rh,0�nm�
kV/cm. �13�

We first notice that we predict E*�1/Nc using this expres-
sion �since RG,0

DNA�Rh,0
DNA�Nc

1/2�. If we now consider the
Nc=34 case, the equilibrium radius of gyration is Rg,0

�15 nm �Fig. 7�b�� while the hydrodynamic radius is Rh,0

�8 nm �Fig. 7�d��. Equation �13� then predicts E*

=700 V/cm, which is consistent with the fact that our results
show small molecular segregation. Higher fields would be
required to observe such effects. It is interesting to note that
the small degree of molecular orientation and of segregation
does not affect the validity of Eqs. �7�–�9�, which may ex-
plain their success in describing previous experimental re-
sults.

To complement the discussion above, we show in Fig. 8
the effect of the electric and hydrodynamic forces on typical
molecular conformations for two different conjugates and
three different field intensities. A quick inspection of these
illustrations seems to be in line with the quantitative discus-

sion above. Moreover, it is apparent that the electrophoretic
stretch is higher near the joining point of the DNA to the
label, and relatively lower near the free end of the chains,
which is in good agreement with results in Ref. 22, if we
consider the uncharged label playing the role of the “tether-
ing” force that opposes the movement of the charged DNA.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have developed a simulation model based on earlier
work of Stigter and Bustamante8 in order to calculate the
free-solution electrophoretic mobility of ssDNA that has a
neutral polymer label attached to it. Using new experimental
data for low electric field intensities, we obtained fitting pa-
rameters �e.g., the persistence lengths of the neutral label and
the ssDNA� that were in good agreement with the expected
values. Using these fitting parameters and earlier ELFSE
theories, in particular, the blob theory,2 we obtained a good
agreement as far as the total hydrodynamic friction provided
by the label was concerned. There is, however, a departure
from the scaling theories since the present investigation re-
veals a continuous disentanglement of the ssDNA from the
label as the applied field increases from zero to its current
value, with the final consequence that the hydrodynamic fric-
tion provided by the label becomes necessarily field depen-
dent. This field dependency of the hydrodynamic friction is a
new result and is confirmed by the experiment.

The DNA-label conjugate’s response to the applied field
has been investigated by corroborating various aspects of the
dynamics: the variation with the field of the extension of the
uncharged and charged sections of the conjugate, the segre-
gation of the two submolecules, and the total hydrodynamic
and gyration radii. We predicted that the DNA and the label
are not strongly segregated or deformed at fields below
400 V/cm. In spite of a small degree of molecular orienta-

FIG. 8. Typical molecular conformations that show the gradual increase in
the orientation of the chains as the field increases for two different conju-
gates with �left� Nc=18 and �right� Nc=34 charged segments attached to a
set-length label Mu=127 �or Nu�45� at three different applied fields: �a�
E=20 V/cm, �b� E=200 V/cm, and �c� E=320 V/cm.
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tion �which could not be studied with our previous scaling
theories�, the equations used in the past to fit experimental
data were found to remain valid. However, we predicted �and
observed� a weak field dependence of the effective friction
coefficient , an effect that was missed by previous theories.

The method presented in this paper is novel and provides
a microscopic theory of ELFSE that can be used to make
predictions in intermediate regimes where scaling arguments
are difficult to use. In situations where there is a complete
segregation of the ssDNA from the neutral label due to the
high field, and at the same time, when the sizes of both the
ssDNA and the label are sufficiently large, it is expected that
scaling theories can be safely applied in predicting the be-
havior of the conjugate. In a future article we will explore the
physics of ELFSE at fields exceeding 400 V/cm.
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